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PREFACE 

As pan of its wort on uiional policy issues. 1M ~tional and Cotuury 
Snldies Branch ~s Olll poli~nttd ~s and provU:ks advisory senias in 
key is~s of indllStriaJ policy that affects lrtJll/IS of tinftopini COf111lries. JMse 
indlltk issues of «OnOlllic tnuiration. issues in IM rdationship bttwttn 
technolotical chante and indllStriaJ or1aniurtion and policy is~s in intunational 
~ration for iNlllStrial dntl~nt. 

An imponant ana of analysis is dull of Olltomation in indllStry. JM spread 
of Olltomation is havin1 a proftNmd impact on IM ""'1fJl/acnui1 sector. both in tmru 
of pnxbu:ts and processes. It is associllutl with eqlllllly sitnificant chan,a in the 
orianiurtion of illlhlstrial prodllCtion. JM effects of indllStriaJ tllltOmation in tmru 
of costs and spread and jlaibility. as -0 as in tmru of redllced inputs of laboru. 
an erodin1 cost advanta1es nj~ by dntlopini COf111lries in rroditionally /aboru 
intnuiw ~s. In fact OlltOmation is associaud with a 1enn-al rrS1111Ctl1Tin1 of 
world indastry. and this finds aprusion in MW and distributed fomu of prodllCtion. 

UNIDO. in cotlpU'ation with IM lntunaticnal lllStitlMfor Applw Systons 
Analysis {llASAJ. Laun/Hut. AllStria. has carried Olll a detailed aamination of IM 
impact of illdllStrioJ Olltomation and how it is chan1in1 IM prodllction procus. JM 
analysis aamiMd policies. both at 1M national and IM company kw/ to ""* 
recommDldations on approaches to Olltomation for considuation by dntlopint 
COlllllries. TM Mri covus the whole jidl of iNhutriaJ 011t0tnation. IHlr there has 
bem a special concentration on the tatiks. dothin1 and foon«ar sectors. FUlllllCial 
SllJ1PO't for the wort has ban provided by 1M Govrmment of Finland. 

A major survey of dnt/opmmt has bun published as lrends in lntbutrial 
Automation·. UNIDOIPPD.2JJ(SPEC.). It Ulllllines types of IUllomation and IMir 
diffiuion. It slllllllUlrises national policy requimnnus, trends in the costs of 
tllltOmation. the role of desiin. and edllcation and rrainin1 Mells. totnho with 
or1anisational chan1e. Based on this and othu material. the present document has 
been prqxued. It is intmded to be .J non-technical S"""""'Y of the tmplialtions of 
Olltomation. addressed to policy-makers. whnMr at 1ovr1111Mnt or ~rprise kw/. 

TM present document has been prqJQml by tM ~lional and C:Ountry Studies 
Branch of UNIDO. in coopnation with Dr. P. Spinadel. Dr. W. Haywood. and Dr. 
P. VllOriMn as UNIDO consultants. 
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l. COMPUl'FR 11\'TEGRATED MANUFACfURING (CIM) AND DEVEWPING 
COUNl'IUES 

A new industrial revolution began with the development and diffusion of organizational 
changes and modem automation technologies. Although the first impact of this new industrial 
revolution is already being felt it will become illc:P..asingly strong in the years to come. After the 
middle of the 1970s the demand for oms-produced goods began to decline and many manufacturing 
industries were forced to produce customized products. The new market requirements called for 
medium to small batch product series. i.e. for flexibility in production. 

The real history of automation in the manufacturing process began in the early 1950s with 
the introduction of numerical control (NC). l'iis was just at the time when many rising industries 
in devel()J>ed countries were concerned about tht shrinking workforces. At the same time a number 
of population development studies, especially in Japan. drew attention to the fact that in the 1990s 
the incre&;e in young workers would not keep pace with industrial requirements. The studies 
indicated that industrial automation could solve this problem. 

Starting from t:~e appliC4lion of numerical control at the single machine tool level. th£ 
development continued with the integration of more than one machine and auxiliary suppon devices. 
such as material handling systems, tool handling systems and so on. The development of industrial 
robots occurred practically simultaneously with the computer based NC (CNC). but although the first 
industrial robot was developed in 1961. they only began to become imponant in later years. 

With the introduction of the microprocessor the dependent situation between progress in 
computerized manufacturing and . . 1ances in information technology hardware (storar , capacity. data 
processing time. reliability. cost. etc.) changed considerably and interest became focused on 
developments in software and coirmunication aspects. 

In contrast to traditional automation. in which chains of inflexible. special purpose equipment 
has to deal with the oms production of relatively homogeneous products, die new automation 
technology is flexible and applicable to a wide range of machine building operations. Information 
technology is used from the moment of product conception and development according to market 
information, up to its final delivery to the customer. 

Industrial automation has developed very rapidly and often in a very unstructured way. But, 
in fact, flexible automation requires a "complete system" idea, beginning at the single production task 
and extending to the global concept of the plant layout. 

Many industries have made studies that show that the benefits obtainable through technological 
improvements or work rationalization are beginning to taper off. This means that in future only a 
great technological leap or structural reform will enable a new incr~ in productivity. The success 
of this concept, called Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), will depend on the way in which 
all the separate technologies are connected. The key to CIM and to reaching economic benefits lies 
in the understanding of the rules of the game between production objectives, technical components 
and the organizational structure of the industry. 

CIM is the concept of a totally automated factory in which all manufacturing processes are 
integrated and controlled through computerized data linkages. All stages of production, from the 
design of the product and the ordering of materials throug!l to its manufacture and shipment are 
included in the concept. 

The introduction of CIM issues, like most new developments, has mostly been done in such 
a way that none of the expected results were reached while other nt.W problems have arisen. 
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Rapid growth in automation technology and ~ aa:ention paid to it in the media have 
led to a number of misconceptions. CIM is sometimes represented as a panacea, somedling that can 
solve all probl~. At other times it is put forward as a threat to employment and to the quality of 
life in genercl. 

CIM is a concept; its app:ication is different in individual cues. It would be better and more 
accurate to call it Computer and Human Integrated Manufacturing {CHIM). 

Introducing CIM should begin with two steps: 

Two Preliminary steps before CM 

• TWO steps must be taken into account when introducing CIM technologies: 

1 . The first step must always be a thorough study of the enterprise. This study must 
be made from the toP downwards. beginning at the management level and ending on 
the shop floor. 

2. The second step should be the acquisition of decision suppon software for the 
management and intermediate levels that wiU be responsible for the information flow 
inside the industry, and for support for the medium- and lon.J-term production planning. 

UnfortulWely, in most cases the first step bu been the introduction of automation elements 
at the lower Jevel, without consideration of future development and the need for communicating with 
a central system, or in cases where this communication exists, without consideration of the 
compatibility of the different e1ements. 

Although considerable gains in efficiency can be obtained by the adoption of the new 
medtods for factory organization. planning and scheduling and production control, as well as 
appropri1·e subcontracting policy, the reality is different. In fact in the last few years, the 
developed countries have been involved in correcting mistakes in the chaotic introduction of 
automation. Most of the industries in developing countries are still involved in this correction. 
For developing countries. now may be the best moment ro try to learn from these errors and 
perhaps not onJy avoid widening of the technological gap, but reduce it. The key to this process 
will be to change the organizational structure of the industry. 

The difference between the •best practice· of traditional manufacturing and that of the new 
is a very substantial improvement in the determinants of market competitiveness. Successful 
transition requires the adoption of new electronic.~-based automation technologies. In die shon
term, the decisive factor often lies less in replacing machinery and equipment than in perfecting 
the way in which it is used. This means the introduction of new forms of production and work
organization. Without these prior changes in organization, there is little chance of success with 
the new automation technologies. 

The pace of technological change is rapid and accelerating. Lead times between successive 
changes have sh lttened. Decision-makers at national and international levels now place greater 
emphuis on technology-related issues, and view them in much closer conjunction with other 
economic policies, including trade policies. 
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This meam that developing countries have to incorporate the technology dimemion into the 
maimtream of economic management and policy-making. In so doing. they have to strike a 
balance between shon-tenn stabilization and adjustment objectives on the ol!e band, and longer
tenn trade and development objectives on the other. 

2. BACKGROUND 

The predominant mode of production in most developed oountries includes large 
manufaduring enterprises usually producing goods in a continuous flow or proces.t manner. Such 
companies have sought to exploit the benefits of •economies of scale• u a comequence of what 
bas been termed •fontist• production methods. This Im made production ·re1ative1y· chap. 

But it bas meant that quick response to customer needs bas been difficult. Figures for such 
production show that up to 9S per cent of the time that material or components are on the sbopftoor 
is spent waiting or being moved. Of the other S per cent. three fifths is spent being positioned. 
loaded or gauged. leaving two fifths (or just 2 per cent of sbopftoor time) in which machining takes 
place. 

The importance of organizationally linked adaptation can be gauged from a number of 
reports that SO per cent, 60 per cent and even 90 per cent of the benefits of technologies u flexible 
manufacturing systems (FMS) come from the radical organizational changes which accompany the 
introduction of such technology. 

The term innovation is used here to cover both the concept of tedmological and 
organizational adaption. Carrent level~ of adaptation have to be related to previous experience and 
new and original concepts have to be developed. In this process, the knowledge gained and u~ 
does not come chearly. A great deal of the knowledge that is important to the operation and 
improvement of a given process or product technology is •tacit•, that is not easily embodied in a 
blueprint or operating manual. Much of the knowledge is highly firm specific and results from the 
interaction of R&D and other functions within the firm. 

Innovation should cover not only changes within a firm, but also changes in the 
relationships between firms. The move is towards a •systemic• form of production. Individual 
companies operating in this way have become increasingly aware of the importance of establishing 
close contacts with their supplien in order to secure the advantages of improved quality, rapid 
delivery and appropriate prices - though in many ways the lut of these is becoming viewed u the 
leut important factor. 

The different forms of inter-firm collaboration are also very significar•Jy more closely 
studied. One example i£ the relationship between firms and their subcontracton which is extremely 
imponant. It involves far more than the arm's length and price-hued market interaction, and 
extends to design quality and supply questions. 

Increasingly the ·man-machine• interface has emerged as a crucial element for success. 
Experience from a number of studies has shown the importance that needs to be attached to 
organizational adaptation throughout the company, and the necessity to involve skilled and well 
trained personnel in the process of production. 

A useful distinction can be drawn between •efficient• and "effective• production systems. 
The efficient sy:rtems represent a traditional (and radler sWld-alone) approach to production. The 
effeaive systems are the new approach: they reflea not only the automation of production but also 
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the way in which it adapts to meet the needs of a rapidly changing market. lbey do not 
necessarily fully replace all the goals of the efficient systems. but they certainly dominate. 

EFACIENT EFFECTIVE 

Conventional layout Cellular layout 

Process Organization Product Organization 

long runs Short runs 

large batches Small Batches 

Max. M/c utilization Quick changeovers 

Long lead times Short lead times 

large stocks Stocks minimized 

Make to forecast Make to order 

Complex controls Simple controls 

High indirects Lower indirects 

High cost and cust~r insensitive Lower costs and responsive to customers-JIT 

Flexibility is a key theme. both in modern business philosophies and in the practical 
implementation of automation and other integrated production technologies. It means an ability 
to change rapidly the production parameters of an enterprise and to be prepared for a continuous 
change in markets. Changes can be qualitative and quantitave. The response has to be quick and 
it has to keep costs to a minimum. To a growing extent, large sales are not achieved by increasing 
production volumes. but by increasing product variety. 

Manufacturers look for flexibility in a number of areas: 

(a) in product life - to permit frequent model changes. 

(b) in (lroduct range - to permit high levels of product differentiation and to produce to 
individual customer specifications. 

(C) in volume flexibility - to cope with fluctuating demand levels and match capacity 
bett~r. 

(d) in routing - to make efficient use of plant, to avoid bottlenecks and consequent 
delays and to reduce response time. 

(el in machining operations - to extend the range of usks and products which can be 
made on a single piece of equipment and hence improve the utilization of capital. 

(f) in plant life - to permit the same elements of capital investment to be used for a 
different range of products. 
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They need a number of different kinds of flexibility: 

Machine flexibility the .... of making .. changes f'9qUired 1D produce • 
gNen set of pan/product types. 

Proceu flexibility the ability to produce a given set of pan/product typeS in 
differant ways, each possibly using different materials. 

Product flexibility the ability to change over to ptOduce • new (set of) 
part(s)/product(s) economicaly ..cl quickly. 

Routing flexibility the ability to cope wi1h breakdowns and continue 
producing a giv8n set of part/product typa, e.g. by 
processing via alternative roul8S, or using operations that 
can be performed on more than one machine. 

Volume flexibility the ability to operate • system profiUbly at different 
production volumes. 

Expansion flexibility the ca ·- to exmnd the system in 1 modular way. 

Operation flexibility the ability to int8rchange the order of sever.I different 
operations for each part/product type. 

Production flexibility a wide range choice of part/product types that the system 
can produce. 

One buic feature in all dimensions of flexibility descnl>ed above is that, in most <ZeS, they 
contradict the sbon term efficiency targm. Thus it is never a question of maximizing but of reaching 
the optimal level of flexibility. 

3. A SUMMARY OF AUl'OMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

3.1 Computer Aided D'5ipa (CAD) systems 

Design is the way through which innovation is transformed into manufacturing practice. 
From the point of view of manufacturing, design is the starting point, and is 100re than just a pre
assembly function. It is the an of product conception itself, beginning with the definition of the 
future product's objective. 

Design is a twofold function which includes the design of the products to be produced, and 
the design of the manufacturing process itself. However, in the traditional approach, the two design 
functions are regarded u separate. Either the proces~ (including the machinery, factory layout, 
division of tasks and the organization for subassembly delivery) hu been designed first, and products 
have to be designed that can actually be manufactured economically in the pre-existing process. 
Alternatively, products are designed independently, and the whole manufacturing process hu to be 
derigned according to the product's characteristics. 

For the presentation of geometric objects, different models can be identified. Starting with 
tw<Hlimensional forms of object presentation, an increued tendency towards three-dimensional 
presentation (solids) prevails today, due to the limitations of tw<Hlimensional models when integrating 
new manufacturing methods. Computer-aided design (CAD) systems are thus the (panial) automation 
of the initial staae of production. At the user interface of a CAD-system the work of designers is 
supponed by several "comfonable" instruments such u a tablet, a light pen or mouse, combined with 
high resolution screens. 
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Frequently these CAD system are connected to host computers. whose functiom are reduced 
to tbe management of geometric data and piece list information. 

CAD systems can be b&WJd on various c:omputa' confiprations. from large. expemive and 
sophisticated mainframe computerS costing USS lm or lllC'fe. 1hrougb minicomputers costing 
approximately USS 100.000 to simple personal computers (PCs) costing as little as USS 2.000. The 
capability of such system ~. of course. vary tremendously but u the technology evolves and costs 
reduce per unit of colll!JUling power. the PCs gain in application and popularity. 

Users are finding that personal computer-based systam often give tbem 70 per cent of lhe 
benefits for 20 per cent of lhe cost. This is reason enough for mass acceptance by lhe market and 
a whole new market segment bas emerged. Wilh an mirnatcd 42.000 units installed globally at tbe 
end of March 1985, it is believed 1bal already more than one-third of all CAD seats were based on 
PCs. The move to personal computers is expected to accelerate quickly now that more powerful 
machines wilh better displays are in lhe process of introduction. 

Hardware and software is now availabl-; tbal it is suitable for applications in even very small 
companies. In the developed countries lhere is widespread diffusion of CAD in industries such as 
clothing. footw~. metal manufactures. etc. Since tbese llr.'JStries are often the most important onces 
in developing countries. tbere is certainly some scope for lhe application of CAD. It should be noted, 
however. lhat a minimum number of product changes per year are thought necessary to mate CAD 
a viable option. and one expert bas put tbe figure at thirty to fifty. 

In the final ph.e of the product cycle, only very minor changes in product design used to 
take place. At this stage it is more a question of finding new, lower market echelons and cutting 
production costs as low as possible. In the traditional approach. this was usually lhe phase when 
relocating production into low cost countries came into question. Thus, developing countries were 
not involved in either ~nnovative product design and production process design. Their role in the 
global division of labour hued on the idea of product life cycle was to produce manare products with 
conventional manufacturing technologies and systems based on the extensive use of cheap labour. 
CAD can play an important pan in changing that role. 

3.2 Numerically Controlled (NC) equipment 

Jn conventional production, machines are operated manually according to work plans and 
drawings. Computer controlled manufacturing works with software programmes. These function 
as information carriers for job instructions and control measures. 

Design (described above) determines the method for machining and assembling work-pieces 
or piece pans. By translating instructions into a form understandable to controllers of specific 
machines, robots or conveyers, a continuous flow of infol'Dlalion from product development to 
manufacturing can be established. NC-machines can be regard~ as the fint components for the 
introduction of computer aided manufacturing (CAM). In the beginning they used punched tapes 
for information uansfer. To attain more flexible methods of data transft.r, CNC (computerized 
numerically conttolled) machines were developed, enabling the direct transfer of machine 
programmes and their modification or correction at the machine itself. 

A more advanced form of machine organization, a DNC (direct numerically controlled 
system), has a number of advantaces when compared with conventional NC/CNC machines, but 
it also has disproportionate requirements of the control system and software. With a DNC system, 
several NC/CNC machines are directly controlled by a central computer. This manqes NC-
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programmes and distributes them to single machines. Programmes can be made and altered on this 
computer. 

NCMTs are now relatively low cost compared with ten years ago and they are widespread. 
In the developed countries there are stilled personnel to use them. Information links between 
manufacturers and their customers and suppliers are improving. in general. with the result that the 
machines are more in line with actual requirements. 

All the projections suggest a very rapid NCMT diffusion during the period 1990-2000. 
lbis can be explained by the significant reduction of NCMT prices relative to those of conventJonal 
machines in the 1980s. The price ratio between conventional and NC lathes lw reduced 
dramatically from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s. The price ratio drops to three or four to one 
for lathes and to about three to one for boring machines in tbe mid-1980s. Given tbe higher 
productivity of NC machine tools (four times greater), NCMT implementation bas become 
economicall!f justified since the mid-1980s. 

The ~-ationale for the introduction of NCMT is that it allows a one off or small batch 
production ( < SO parts) to be cbangM into a more flow line p~. In general, by far the largest 
share of production in manufacturing is in batch sizes of less tban SO. 

Because of their one consequence of this bas been very low utilization of conventional 
machine tools. NCMTs clearly have a major role to play - the future. An average component will 
actually be having cutting operations performed on it for only about I per cent or 2 per cent of the 
time in the workshop. The potential of NCMTs may be realized through a combination of 
computerized machining and planning functions, allied to effective organizational control, e.g. Just
in-Time (JIT) parts control. 

A productivity increase factor of 2 or 3 to I was found in the transition from conventional 
machines to NCMT; and from 2.S to 6.S to I in moving from using conventional machines to the 
adoption of Flexible Manufacturing Systems. 

R&D in the field of NCMTs aims at simplification and easy use. Emphasis is also given 
to designing a product that can easily be manufactured at a low cost. i.e. through a reduction in 
the number of components in the machine. In manufacturing NCMTs, a large volume of output 
is required. A few firms produce their own CNC units. The main barriers to entry are economies 
of scale, access to a large marketing network, and design skills. 

NCMTs for turning, boring, drilling and milling functions can be said to be mature 
technologies. By the latter half of the 1970s they had already moved to the stage in their product 
cycle where standardization and mass production were essential. Today, the main innovative 
efforts lie in system building. 

The mature character of the technologies is reflected in tt.e diffusion of NCMTs to smaller 
firms also. In Japan, firms with fewer than 300 employees have accounted for the majority of sales 
for some time. In terms of stock, data from the USA in 1983 revealed that 40 per cent of the 
number of NCMTs installed are in firms with less than 100 employees. In the period 1978-83, 
these firms accounted for 47 per cent of the market for NCMTs in the USA. Adding to this 
market share approximately IS per cent from the group of firms with 100-300 employees, the share 
of "medium and small firms" in the market for NCMTs would be about the same as that in Japan 
in 1980. Hence, in the USA also the small- and medium-sized firms have accounted for the bulk 
of the market for some time. 
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In Japan, sales of NCMT to large firms increa.wxl by a factor of approximately 6 between 
1970 and 1981. But sales to small firms ( < 300 employees) rose by a factor of almost 21, clearly 
a reflection of the Japanese suppliers' technology policy and the long established network of formal 
contacts which have been established between large and small firms, and buyers/suppliers. 

3.3 Robotics 

There is no readily accepted international definition of exactly what 2 robot is. For many 
years even simple pick and place equipment w~ considered to be a part of the robot •tamuy·, 
especially in Japan. However, a gradual consensus is emerging and the definition adopted by the 
British Robotics Association (BRA) is probably becoming accepted~ the standard: An industrial 
robot is a reprogrammable device designed to both manipulate and transpon pans, tools, or 
specialized manufacturing implements through variable programmed motions for the performance 
of specific manufacturing ~ks. 

The main drawback of first generation robots is that they cannot obtain information 
concerning their work environment. They therefore require well-structured environments involving 
expensive and inflexible fixtures and parts~rientation devices. In addition they must also be 
programmed on line, i.e., taught a particular sequence of movements on the shop floor. 

As a result, product-specific fixtures, grippers, and parts-feeders may account for between 
a half and two-thirds of the total cost of a first-generation system. Second-generation robots are 
more expensive, but in principle at l~t the cost of such fr<tures should be significantly reduced, 
and they promise the ability to be programmed off-line, allowing better computer integration. 
However, serious technical obstacles still exist: 

,., Sensors are still relatively expensive and require Ct'nsiderable computational power to 
translate signals into appropriate action; 

(b) Information from sensors cannot readily be fed into robot or process control systems; 

le> There is still no single interface standard. Compliance with Manufacturing Automation 
Protocol IMAP) is still the exception rather than the rule, and in any case MAP does not 
deal with software compatibility; 

(d) On-line programming languages are still used extensively, but are unsuitable for CIM; -,., Current off-line languages caor.ot exploit CAD databases in real time, and are unable to 
incorporate sensor input or the effect of tool compliance; 

(f) The absolute positional accuracy of existing robots still results in deviations between the 
geometric model used off·line and actual conditions on the shop floor. 

Consequently, existing sensor-hued, second-generation robotic applications are expensive and 
application-specific, rather than cheaper and more flexible than their first-generation counterparts. For 
example. the use of machine vision usually requires the use of special light sources, high optical
contrut between pans and environment, accurate positioning of cameru and parts, and dedicated 
programming. Flexibility is sacrificed to ensu1e system robustness and reliability. 

Trends in the use of robotics technology are towards incrwing diffusion across sectors, firm 
sizes and application.Ii. Assembly automation is set to become a much larger user in the medium-term 
future. Indeed, since the development of the SCARA (Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm) 
robots in Japan for genera] purpose usembly wks this area h~ experienced the most rapid growth, 
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both in Japan and in other countries. Future diffusion to other sectors and to smaller firms will 
depend critically on improvement in the flexibility of robots - since this will incr~ingly enable them 
to be cost-justified on the basis of factors other than labour cost. Robots remain. at present, relatively 
unintelligent and insensitive tools. They are not yet capable of the necessary judgement and 
adaptation for carrying out the maj<1rity of tasks in manufacturing. This is particularly a problem in 
clothing where the characteristics of the materials present major problems for robotics. 

Among key technological developments currently being exrlored are: 

Direct drive robots, in which motors are directly connected to arm joints 
rather than via gears and transmissions. 

Advanced sensors, especially in image processing for vision systems. 

Improved, more sensitive grippers. 

Artificial intelligence based programming so that robots can "leam" from 
their own mistakes. 

Off-line programming with CAD-Systems and data base linkages. 

However, the adoption of robots will be a function of 
the size and scale of the user. Companies with large 
volumes of investment capital and employing 
considerable numbers of people are the ones likely to 
invest in IRs. Developing countries, in general, do not 
have many companies operating on this scale. 

3.4 Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS)/Flexible Manufacturing Cells (FMCs) 

Developments in the NC-iechniques sector have been mainly concentrated on the machining 
(cutting) sector, resulting in the introduction of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). 

Today, many resead1ers consider that FMS is an approach to a particular set of 
manufacturing problems rather than a single technological configuration. 

Although the idea of FMS was created almost twenty years ago, it only started to be of 
significant interest to the research community in the early 1980's. 

FMS cannot be regarded as a new technology which can be installed and operated in the same 
way as traditional machine tools, aiming at a reduction of labour costs. FMS is rather a new 
philosophy. It uses computerized methods to "transfer" the advantages of industrial scale production 
to -lot or job-production also. The key word "flexibility" characterizes the ability of the system to 
be automatically adaptable to different manufacturing conditions (to produce different products) with 
minimal set-up times. 

FMS vendors are simplifying and standardizing them to make them more marketable to 
potential users. 
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Current trends favour simpler systam, the setting-up of which do not present so many 
problem. The stage of prototypes is ~ing. being followed by a period of industrial applicatiom. 
However it will take another few years before 1he full cycle of this new generation of workshops, 
mainly hued on standard and modules, can be evaluated. 

As with most other technologies, FMS have been imtalled first in large companies in specific 
industrial sectors, e.g., automobiles, aerospace, lgricultural/eartbmoving equipment, etc. The early 
FMS were not particularly ftexiole, or even economic, 1bougb systems are now becoming more 
rational due to longer periods of planning, a greater concentration on training for 1he people who run 
them, and more realistic goals being set. 

Users have also been made aware of the fact 1hat there are many intangible benefits of FMS. 
For imtance, FMS can raise quality levels and shorten lead times. This may alter existing or 
potential customers• perceptions of the company and thus increase orders. The more tangible benefits 
include reduced costs, increued equipment utilization rates, reduced inventory and wort in progress, 
et,. 

There are, however, costs :mociated with the technology, e.g .• increased training outlay, 
(although this is actually an investment in the future), increued costs in fixtures, jigs, tools, greater 
planning, system maintenance, etc. In many imtances, because the cost of a system is high compared 
with a conventional workshop, this involves multiple shift working. 

Benefits of FMS use by COfllP8l'IY size 

Size of firm Lead time Work in Machine 
tno. of employees) (per cent) progress utilization 

(per cent) (per cent) 

1-500 -66 -66 +45 

501-1000 -76 -63 +50 

1000+ -86 -70 +55 

United Kingdom: -74 -68 +52 
average (50 firms~ 

Sweden: -69 -60 +74 
average (20 firms) 

Successful FMS/FMCs use often entails dramatic changes in the way that companies operate. 
This may involve the breaking down of hierarchical or structurai distinctions between jobs, the 
devolving of authority and responsibility back to shopfloor workers, much tighter links into suppliers 
and customers, and the adoption of a total quality approach to manufacturing. 

The main component of growth up to the mid-19905 will be of rather simple and customized 
systems. It is likely that as more of the software, organizational and integration problems are 
resolved in the late 19905, rather more sophisticated systems will again emerae. 
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The potential of FMS are of the following order of magnitude ~ compared with 
conventional systems: 

(al LabcM' costs: savings of 30 per cent or more; 

lbt Material costs: uvings of 13-15 per cent; 

(Ct Inventory and work in progress: reductions of 60 per cent or more; 

(CQ Lad time: very substanNI reductions. on aver1Qe of 40 per cent. Examples of 
recM:tions in lead time from 15 to 2 days or even from 16 days to 18 hours; 

fet Machine utilization: average increase of 30 per cent; 

(f) Number of machines: eumples include reductioN from 31 to 8 IMCtlines and from 80 
to 12 mKhines. However. requirements for •icilmt equipment - e.g. AGVs. robots 
etc. - .,. increased; 

(gt Floor space: reductions of more than 50 per cent; 

(hi Total production costs: reductions of 14-27 per cent; and 

(ii Operating profits: increases of 112-310 per cent. 

While machining systems will probably remain the main focus of FMS, increasingly attention 
will centre on assembly FMS which are likely to become wid~read in the first decade of die next 
century. 

FMS is now diffusing broadly through industrial sectors and this will continue to occur as 
the •philosophy• of FMS spreads. This will be as relevant to the cloching, textiles and fOOlWear 
industries, as it will to engineering, furniture making, injection moulding, foundries, etc. 

First the NICs and then ocher developlng oou•.ttries - including those East European countries 
experiencing market pressures in and from the OECD countries - will adopt higher levels of FMS. 

3.5 General automation 

Automation strategy should not start from technology but from business strategy. 

The main questions are: 

What are the targets the firm wants to reach? 

Which of 1hele can be reached by orgtmizational changes? 

What could be the role of automation t9Chnology1 

What are the costs and benefits of technology introduction 1 

What other changes are necessary to reap moat benefits from the technology? 

The response to these questions has often been in terms of oraanizational change. In large 
concerns this has meant a radical decentralization of power and move away from the existing 
organizational hierarchies. Diverse business areas are now dealt with by establishin& independent 
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companies often with only Q>IDIDOll ownership and very &cnml sttaegic management under the 
umbrella of the gin enterprise. FICfDries and otber functioaal mlils have pined more independence 
in stnregic target formulalion. decision mating and practical opcnliom. 

After reorpnization. rdalionsbi!JS belweca diffaml divisioas. mlils and other pans of the 
concern are determined in a more equal. c:oopcnlive way based OD subst•ial fa:ton and c::ommoa 
long term development targets, not OD orders and COlllrOI from cmttal mamgemeal. 1be indqM:ndem 
unirs have, of mune. full fteedom ID develop lhcir atanal relalions wida otber finm and 
~outside the enterprise. 

They are resp<>Nible ID the centtal enterprise management only in team of very general 
business results. 

The main aims of these changes are: 

(a) ID gain more flaibility at the emaprise levd in order to reallocate resources rapidly from 
one area to anocber; 

(b) to create a cooperative orpnizarioa of indepeadent unils Iha are all able to rm rapidly to 
market and technology changes; 

(c) to motivate management and personnel in the unils ro more innovative and committed 
activity. 

Such networks of independent units working in long term coopenlion are not created only 
widlin companies. Even more important are networb between firms and amcerm. Networks are 
an outcome of a trend, where firms - instead of borizolllal diversification or vertical inregrabon -
concentrate on the core business where their by skills are. Supportive functions and even pans of 
the main activities are to a growing atent discontinued as pan of the finm' activities. lnstad, they 
are acquired through various conttacts and ocher arrangements from outside sources. Through these 
contncts enterprises create a network of strategic alliances with other companies. 

Strategic alliances are created in all directions from the enaerprise: 

1. Backwards in the production ctwin: 10 a DfOWinG extent. inlennediates are 
obtained through long tenn subconncting, where the partneq ate lir*ed 10 each 
other such n by continuous ~ deYelopmellt in both products and 
processes. 

2. Forw1tdS in the production Chlin: finishing, marketing and other funcbOnS 
following the eons activities •e IUbcontrlCtld in 1he ume way aa obtaining 
intetmediates. Teditdogicll ins .. involved here u wel. 

3. To supportive and complementaly fu'lctions: many supportive seMc:es are 
ac:Quired through alliance creating contracU. This is especillly typical for 
research and development functions but allO for more common business lelVices 
involving assets of medium specificity. This kind of horizontal strategic 
alliancea • e.g. using the same trade matkl in IMlbting • are atao created with 
companies whoH product variety Cir. be used 10 CCJmC)lement the firm's product 
range. 

'· To competitors: strategic allances between competitors 1te • with the growing 
complexity of technofogy and mn.tt · becoming mote and more common. The 
most typical are lffiancel on blaic taearch, but marketing affiances Ceo. aa 
market cooperation limited to aome regionlJ between competitors •• not unusual 
either. 
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By splillin& up lbe rigid. ~ bicrardl:cal coaccm model IDd replacing it widl a 
basinm oqrmnoa baed on Slnlegic alliances. lbe emaprise pim more overall flexibility. It also 
enhances ils abilities bodt to pr infonmlioa from all ils bllerfac:a and to met more npidly to lbe 
c:banges. Individual - independent or lllfODOID(JQS - pldS widain lbe DdWork CID met faster to 
cbanps dam - bieran:bically rommanded - pldS of a rigid concern. ~ it is emu to change 
par111en and create new liabges wilbin Ille network lban wilhin a closed concern SUUCbll'e. Today. 
nerworts are often lbe most economic solubon to lbe "buy or mate• question. 

From die small firm"s poilll of view. c:reaing :ldWortiog relations is even more important 
lban for large coacam. Even a tec:lmolosicallJ c:ompetcal firm is powerless alone without the 
aecess.-y connectiom and linbps to all Oulside illlaDces. 11Us is especially uue for companies in 
tecbnologically developed secrors. where firm resources and illlaml skills are in•dequae even for 
many viul activilies. 

1bere are two lmic prasuns for cbange particularly in lbe small- to medium-sized balcb area 
(an am in which approximalcly 70 per ca of all manufxtming mmpanies find dlemselves localed. 
i.e .• wilb avaage batch sizes of Im 1ban SO parts). 

Fmt. internal pressures. There is a wide range of traditional problam which are endemic 
in many finm. a few of which are lisred below: 

High inV9fttOI y levels tying up large 9mOUltta of 
capital; 

Poor production comrol. 

Second, external pressures. lbae mean lhal increasingly companies must respond quickly 
to customer requiremencs, and display •agility• in reacting to markers increasingly resemble the 
fashion indust:y in changing customer consumer mies. 

lbae require: 

Whal is called for here is more flexibility and responsiveness - factors that mipt be called 
•improved manufacturin1 aaitity•. 
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... New produdlon 18CbtOlaclm r9duce inlerruptions in 
1he production pracea ..cl mlk8 Qmlit\" control men 
Nlrible. 

(bl New tedwdogiel fKil•• ~ ~ 
which incruae produclivily; ..a some 
~ K1iviliel 1MY be puud 10 
customlrS or cllliv9r9ra. 

lcl New 1Kt•llOIDgiea off« pautililies 10 .. ~ 
of increuinD mums 10 ~ either by mlowinQ 1he 
production of mger lea, or by favouring 
concenaalian. 

(di In l'lllftY aecton, eutoma1ion promotM tluibility 
through which firms can obuin eco110mia of sc:me 
through economiea of scope. 

••• New 1Khnologia ranton:e dynamic compelilion. n 
thus .... 10 proceu innovMians in MCtDra uneble to 
pin comp.citiveneu by product innovations. 

'· SF.LECTING TECHNOLOGY 

Selecting dle right technology is not enough. The •environment• also needs attention if the 
tedmology choice is to be effective. Frequcady there is inadequate concenttation on the 
inframuCIUl'll framework which supports dle use of new tec:hnologies. 

The kinds of infrastrudural failures include: 

Inadequate levels of formal education; 

Low emphasis on vocationll irliuing; 

Poorly maintained or non-existent logistical systems, e.g., transpOrt, 

communications; 

Low emphasis on management lkills; 

Poorly developed buyer/supplier relationships; 

Restrictive trade wt technology policies. 

The role of individual technolo1ies varies accordin1 to the type of chan&e that is sought. In 
dle followina table the main suges of factory automation development are cateaorized accordin& to 
the aim of change, actions needed and the main technololY. 
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Stege Aim Action e.m.ntll tec:t.iaalogy 

1. Improvement of Automation in NCMT: automated selection 
productivity at the individual work and and exchange of tools. 
level of working working machine. automated loading and 
machine and the unloading of work. 
working process. automated replacement of 

palettes, machining center 
abnormality and surveillance 
system. 

2. ~ementof Avtamation WI the FMCs, FMS: Processing 
productivity at the g·::iup of working information, distinctive 
level ot proc:em 111 r . ;:hines md in part automated processing 
system and the of indirect work. system, roller conveyor, 
parts. unmanned transport vehicle 

between the FMCs, 
automated control of jigs 
and tolls, FMCs group 
control system. 

3. Improvement of Coup.ing with FMS: Automated whole 
productivity at the CAD/CAM, process control surveillance 
level of the factory. distribution system and control system, 

such as the automated warehouse 
automated system, unmamed factory 
warehouse, transport systerr, factory 
development and communication system. 
manufacturing, and 
control and 
manufacturing. 

4. Improvement of Coupling with FMS, OM: Communications 
productivity at the marketing information network, LAN, MAP data 
level of the factory and developing design base system, 
head office and and manufacturing comprehensive management 
including activity. unified control technology. 
manufacturing. control of goods and 

information, and 
unification of control 
information and 
engineering 
information. 

During nonnaJ operations, the control systems of a factory have to receive a lot of digitized 
information (starting from the level of sensors up to the level of complete data sheets). For a fully 
automated system, this data flow must be multi-directional, providing the whole company (from the 
senior management through the departments of sales and distribution, handling, warehousing, material 
purchasing, product design and development, and so on down to the machine operator on the shop 
floor), with the necessary information and all needed parts, tools and materials, at the appropriate 
place and at the appropriate time. 

Because of the need to make compatible all languages and protocols used for the industry, by 
using bridges, gates and converters, the idea of establishing a universal communication protocol arose. 
The first step in this direction was the publication of the Open System Interconnecting (OSI) model 
by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) in 1978. This ISO-OSI model has been 
almost universally accepted as a pattern for local area network (LAN) developments in both the 
factory and the office. 
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The second step was completed with the development of a specification based on the existing 
ISO-OSI seven layer model as a lramework for many established and emerging networking standards. 
This development was called the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP). At the same time. a 
working group in Europe began to dtvelop the CNMA protocol which differs only by a few points 
from the MAP ideas. 

MAP may be described as enabling technology which specifies only standard protocols to 
facilitate the connection between equipment from many different vendors on a network without the 
need for customer-developed communications hardware and software. This situation gives the 
manufacturers a choice of appropriate manufacturing equipment vendors. without worrying about 
compatibility. 

The MAP or the CNMA standardization work allows multivendor communication l -=tween 
different hardware elements. but it does not represent a complete solution. A lot of work bas to be 
done at the higher levels. where the applications communicate with one another. It is very important 
to have a normalized communication so that one application software can communicate with another 
and exchange information at the programme level. and not only through a ·file transfer management 
system•. 

S. SKILLS FOR TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Acquiring the relevant skills for technological development is a complicated matter. The roots 
are in the national education system and the curricula. However. the theoretical and basic 
qualifications while necessary are not sufficient in themselves. Most skills needed are of a more 
practical nature and highly specific in relation to the technology. organization and firm in question. 
To acquire these skills there is a need for specific training courses. apprenticeships. and learning by 
doing. in addition to the basic education requirements. 

Clearly. recent high technology research and development (R&D) in most industrialized 
countries bas prompted both fundamental and incremental innovations which have offered new 
opportunities for companies - both the suppliers and users of such equipment. Those technologies. 
such as flexible automation, computers. and robotics require somewhat different levels and types of 
skill in the people using them than did their more traditional equipment predecessors. 

Cooperative research programmes alone are insufficient to transform the innovative 
performance of technically backward industries and firms. More is needed. specificaliy the 
development of sufficient experti~e within these firms to utilize the results of externally performed 
research. Where such expertise is lacking. cooperative research organizations often have been 
unsuccessful in industry. The difficalties inherent in the provision of research on a contractual or 
arm's-length basis can undercut the effectiveness of these organizations to industries with little or no 
in-house R&D activity. 

There are many business targets that can be reached by using automation technologies and 
many strategic options that can take advantage of automation. However, very ofte1 widespread 
applications of programmable automation are associated with a business strategy ~ailed flexible 
specialization. New automation offers the best technical possibilities for realizing the strategy, and 
the advantages of the technologies are often best exploited through the strategy. Flexible 
specialization is often seen as the key element in the new "post Fordist" manufacturing strategy 
challenging traditional manufacturing thinking based on Taylorist and/or Fordist ideas on business, 
on manufacturing organization and on relations between machinery and human skills. 
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Among the core ideas of flexible specialization are lhe following: 

1. Specialization is • basic condition for fluibility. A c:ompmny 

has to c1ecru1e both a holizolatat chwlification anct its 
vertical integration. For • large c:ampMy this often ........ 
tight commiUnlnt to the tradilionaly lbongest business ... ; for • .......,. firm it muns the need to define • very 
clNr main businen ... end i.vet .. operatiol• into this 
field. 

2. The basic difference between ftexi>le and conventional 
(rigid) speciMution ii 1he emphasis on quality. This .....,.. 
that quality thinking ha to sprud throughout the c:omp911y. 

The Japanese TOUI CUiiity Comrul-ideology is a good 
example of this. 

3. Whhin the chosen ... of specializadon 1he company wil 
ope1abt very flexibly. Product variery wil be increased 
within the decreased ptOduct .... This~ implies -
effort '° dewlap customized products. wtwe 1he provision 
of a total wvice package - .-.... delign. installation. 
training and mam.n.nc:. ... part of 1he physical product -

becomes - imporgnt dimension of competition. 

4. When 1he company ii manufacturing customized products 
to ordlr. the timing and precision of delivery become very 
important. The compl'\y may focus on competing with 
very short delivery times - with quick service products - or it 
may build • competitive strategy on the long term quick 
response principle. on the militv to adapt rapidly to market 
changes. 

For large firms, the shift to a strategy of flexibility is in the first instance market driven. 
Changes in the market compel the introduction of more ftQibility into a previously rigid production 
process. 

For small- and medium-sized firms, lhe technology push (the possibilities of gaining 
economies of scale through economies of scope) is more central. For them th' introduction of 
flexible automation may even mean decreased flexibility, but increased competitivity in the field 
previously dominated by large firms. Those firms that t.ave least difficulty in changing direction also 
have a higher percentage of stilled workers. 

In order to make new technology efficient and profitable, it is essential not only to mate good 
use of old vocational stills, but also to add new ones. The old stilis are needed in order to 
understand the process and materials - somedliilg which becomes increasingly imponant as the process 
of change becomes more important. But it is also necessary to learn new skills, such as how to 
proaramme the equipment. When production becomes automated on a large scale, as in the process 
industry for example, the process operators need to understand not only the process and how it is 
controlled but also how the computer controls the controls. 

This contradiction is not leadin1 to a polarization in the skills of the labour force in the 
traditional sense. At least not in the skills of the young labour force: the polarization line goes within 
different sepnents of the labour market, and partly between age and educational aroups. The older 
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employers within more tnditional industries and old famioned finm are the losers; youngsters with 
high education - and active to a growing extent wir 'n the mod:m segments of economy - are the 
winners. 

Flexible companies do not have much use for traditional workers who tend to do what they 
are &ed to do and wort mainly for the wage. This kind of traditional wage labourer attitude and 
motivation to work is not enough for modern manufacturing finm. Many c:baracteristics traditionally 
typical of entreprenews and independent professionals are to a growing extent alsc expected from 
shop floor workers. Modern manufaduring finm with advanced flexible technologies are looking 
for emplo~ees thal are: 

1. Deeply committed to their work. 

2. Fitting in with the culture of the firm and it.a 
customers. 

3. Capable of continuous flexible reorganization in their 
own workplace. 

4. Motivated and receptive to continuous trair.ing in 
new tasks. 

This does not mean. however. that directly rdevant qualifications - knowing what to do in 
order to reach a certain, preset result - are less imponant. For example, in metal manufacturing 
machining jobs both new and traditional productive stills are needed. 

Traditional machining skills are required, even though they are not usually needed every day. 
in at leut three contexts: 

(•) The operator ha to muter the basics of manual machining in order to 
know how the objects to be machined behave during machining, to ka-iow 
whet kind of machining ia possible with various materials and what is not; 

(b) Traditional skills are also needed in unusual/crisis situations where the 
machinery ha to be operated manually: 

(C) When production requirements override the flexibility of the 1y1tem: not all 
components and parts can be manufactured with modem teehnologie& 
(e.g. individual objects with parameters very different to other 
components), and may require manual machining with older equipment. 

In addition to the traditional manual '.'.kills, new qualifications specific to numerically 
controlled equipment are required. Some of these - e.g. programming - can be allocated to external 
personnel. However. experience in flexible production has shown that both programming and 
manufacturing retults are usually better if the proarammer is also a user of the tjkeln. 

Consequently. the skill needs in flexible production using advanced automation are as a rule 
more complex and demanding than in Uaditional, manual manufacturing. In principle, it is possible 
to apply more traditional divisions of labour where tasks with new skill needs are separated from 
basic operative wb. Many organizational solutions are possible, as discussed above. However, in 
production with teams consistin& of extensively trained, qualified workers with good motivation and 
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high commi1meot to wort, the results ue usually better in tenm, for eumple. of undisturbed 
machine utilization and better quality products than when using a workforce with a more hierarchical 
division of stills and tasks. 

In conclusion, it would appear that wider diffusion of advanced, flexible manufacturing is 
linked to a new model of organiutional thinking hued on a highly stilled wort force. lbe following 
issues ue typical: 

1. The enterprise has to be seen as • humln, c:ollectiv9 ~: 
one that allows c:ontinuoua person.a development in work. 

2. A new conception of authority ia needed that atreaw the 
responsibility mt.er m.n 1he superiority of managers. This approach 
means a continuous dialogue within 1he company Md also means the 
acceptance of trade unions as partners in the enterprise. 

3. Rigid structures are replaced by •operational teams•. The 
decentralized approach alows a wide autonomy. 

Organizational renewal based on wide use of human skills requires, of course, good training 
and education. lbis involves all levels of education: the national systems for basic, vocational, higher 
and further/adult education as well as firm, sector and technology specific training for new 
technologies. 

Japan is an interesting case of long-term technological development largely based on extensive 
investment in training and education. lbe absolute number of young people acquiring secondary and 
higher levels of education in Japan is among the highest in the world. lbe scale and quality of 
industrial training carried ou: mainly at enterprise level is also high. lbis second feature goes back 
to earlier efforts to assimilate foreign technology. Some large Japanese firms already had extensive 
high level technical training before the Fint World War. 

lbe combination of a high level of general edu~n and scientific culture with thorough 
practical training and frequent up-dating in industry is the basis for flexibility and adaptability in the 
wort-force and high-quality standards. The Japanese system of industrial training is distinguished 
further by its close integration with product and process innovation. The aim is to acquaint those 
affected by technical change with the problems that are likely to arise, and give them some 
understanding of the relationship between various operations in the firm. This again greatly facilitates 
the horizontal flow of information. Thus the "systems" approach is inculcated at all levels of the 
wort-force and not only at top management level. 

The Japanese example highlights the importance of not only extensive and high quality 
education, but also the need to have training closely linked to industry. In this sense, the German 
system of vocational training is also a &ood example. Germany is another country - in addition to 
Japan and the Nordic countries - where the still-based model of flexible automation is applied to a 
growing extent. 

The German system of vocational education is based on apprenticeship contracts, where the 
trainee& learn the wort itself in an industrial firm and then acquire theoretical learning in a school 
environment. The advantaae of this system is the live contact with real industrial work and the 
interaction of theoretical and practical learnin1. 
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(•) Theoretial learning without real connexion to prK1icaf 
applications is often not learned well enough and will be lost; 

(b) Vocational trainees often lose motivation if 1he education is too 
much like stUdying in • school atmosphere. 

The planning of education in such a way that it can amwer the needs of future working life 
becomes critical for all countries uying to reach higher levels of technological development. This 
is true for bodl the secondary vocational education and for higher scientific and technological 
education. 

Recently, adult education, further education and retraining have been given major emphasis. 
The concept of •continuous education• or •lifelong education• is widely seen as a basic theme in all 
education and training development. Important comideratiom on education and training in relation 
to flexible automation are: 

Mastering technical change implies, to a large extent. mastering the 
generation of skills and knowledge, i.e. vocational education and 
training. 

The key role of vocational education and training is closely 
connected with the organization of work. The organizational 
requirements in generating and utilWng skills are more important 
than the technical requirements. 

Mastering technical change through improving skills raises 1he 
problem not only of individual but allo collective skl"lls. 
Differentiated specialist akilla have to be integrated. This require' 
an organization and a strategy based on team work, cooperation 
and changing task description. 

fof smaller firma, supportive networks should be developed to 
make training, specialist human resourcea, consultancy, 
development, marketing and other services more available to them. 

This is req,.'ired in order to assiat them in turning their asset of 
organizational flexibility to more effective use in the prevailing 
context of technical change. Relations between companies and 
with their environment are increasingly characterized by greater 
interdependence. 

Further training appears 11 • new, strategically imponant elemttnt 
in companiea. It poaes acute problems to small- and medium-si1.ed 
companies which need support networks. ·-

6. GUIDELINF.S 

The use of Computer Aided Deaign (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), Aexible 
Manufacturing Systems (FMS), Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) md R'lbotics are only a few of 
the technoloaies which have been intend~ to upgrade production potential in order to meet increased 
competition. 
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There are also organizational factors in the effective implementation of new technology: 

(al low risk. low cost changes in production methods. such as group technology or just-in
time systems may bring significant benef'its more rapidly than high risk technological 
investments such as FMS. For smal- to medium-sized firms this may represent a more 
viable option than full scale technology-based factory renewal. 

(bl Strategy for change: It could be that the •island of automation• approach is the correct 
one, or organizational change, or quantum leaps in technology, or simultaneous 
organization and technology changes. Options and consequences need to be examined 
very thoroughly. Perhaps more attention should be paid to simulation ex,.,.cises geared 
towards a post-installation analysis of existing systemS. 

(cl Functic>nt-1 structures and hierarchies need tote adapted. Traditional Tayloristic 
apcwoaches may be less than appropriate for integrated tasks and the skils that wiH be 
required in the future. In particular, in the developed coootries there is considerable 
discussion of devolving power and autonomy back to the shopfloor, using skilled labour 
as a key integrative interface. 

(di A consequence of traditional patterns of organization has been long vertical hierarchies 
in firms. This is likely to be increasingly challenged by the needs of integrated 
technologies. The trend towards flatter and less strueturafty functional occupations is 
being accelerated. This is a result of the introduction of information technology and 
the organizational changes that this brings, with both vertical and horizontal movement 
occurring. 

(el Companies need to achieve closer links with perhaps a more limited number of 
suppliers, i.e., the so-called •preferential supplier• relatioo:ihip. Many benefits come 
from this organizational readjustment which involves improved product quality, reduced 
units costs, and improved delivery performances. Traditional linkages between 
suppliers and users have focused on price negotiation, but evidence suggest that a 
radical change in this pattern is required. The use of electronics-based technologies for 
interactions between suppliers, manufactwers and customers should be increased. 

(f} Although there is growing evidence regarding the problems posed by integrated 
technologies and the need for organizational adaptation, there has been relatively little 
work done in this field. Factors such as education and training, job design, and 
organizational deveioc>ment interventions need much more attention, since these will 
prove to be increasingly important factors if developing countries wish to improve their 
adoption of new technologies, and with them their competitive position. A decision 
not to adopt more effective means of production means a decision to remain reliant on 
the sale of primary products or low value added manufactures. 

6.1 Thinp to avoid 

Over rtlianu on tnulitional adrantages 

For developing countries, things will be very difficult in the future if reliance is placed merely 
on low cost labour as a competitive advantage. Other strategies are also needed. 

Raw materials, agriculture and basic, low value-added products are a traditional form of 
development and advantage and these can, and do, provide stepping stones to funher development. 
Yet they are not enough in themselves. At some point countries must transcend these modes of 
development and focus on manufactured products with high quality characteristics, perhaps aimed at 
niche markets, but certainly based upon long-term, well thought out policies of development. 
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Price factors are not the only and not even the major issues behind success; management 
design and engineering skills often play a more critical role in explaining differences in performance. 
Sustained manufactures exporting cannot be achieved bued only on sbon-run cost advantages. lbc 
role of product quality bu increased anJ is tn a growing extent ranked above price factors in market 
competition. 

Avoid sbon-term programmes that bring a •spurious• competitiveness based on factors such 
as low interest loam, tax benefits and so on. The programme must be lmed on tedmological changes 
and better working conditions through a better distribution of the benefits. 

Introducing new manufacturing technologies should neidler be a target as such nor should it 
be considered independently of organimional changes. 

Automation in itself is no business target. lbe inttoduction of new manufacturing 
technologies is always based on business comiderations, such as raising productivity and efficiency, 
or increasing production volumes. lbe diffusion of conventional automation wu mainly based on 
the aims of reducing production costs - especially labour costs - and increasing the technical reliability 
of the production process. In the case of programmable, flexible automation these objectives still 
remain, but the need to automate is essentially based on other targets. 

lbe division introduced by the Taylorist doctrine of scientific management states that planning 
takes place before production and is outside the production process both organizationally and as an 
activity. Within the production process the supervisor takes care of the practical organization; the 
worker only has to fill the gaps in the system. In some cases, manpower planning is confined mainly 
to minimizing the labour requirements. 

This has been the fundamental approach also in respect of complex automation t~nologies. 
lbe basic target has been to create a fully automatic factory, wida no or only a minimum of human 
intervention. Experience has, however, resulted in a questioning of this approach. With growing 
technologi~ complexity, the number of unforeseeable siruations and problems increases. lbe 
systems simply can not be preplanned. With growing flexibility the need for user interventions 
becomes even more important and there are ev~ fewer possibilities of planning a complete range of 
human tasks in advance. 

Do 1UJ1 top]/ SlllllJ lllld adapt to JOIU' OWll Jitll/lti.oll 

It is important that developing counuies take account of local conditions, size of markets, 
labour relations, degree of skills, logistical systems, financial and monetary institutions, etc., and that 
they do not attempt to follow blindly an industrialized country or Japanese model of development. 

MadliM pwdlase should be a tonstquenu, IUJI a prtreqllisill 

Merely buying a new technolo&Y is no guarantee that it ,.,ill be utilized effectively if both 
implicit and explicit knowledge are insufficiently developed. Any consideration of a production 
system must take into account not merely the machines but also the people who have cc manage and 
operate them. Thus the man/machine interface becomes increasingly imponant in full competitive 
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terms. Do not simplify the problem by a •machine purchase•. this will never be a solution but will 
only present a bigger problem. 

Much of the improvement in performance in companies in developed countries bu stemmed 
from organizational or imtitutional changes preceding the technological changes, or at least alongside 
them. 

The ability to link the whole chain of a company's activities from design through materials 
processing, manufacture. packaging and transfer Im increased dramatically - but is still in its early 
stages. Nonetheless, its potential in manufacturing currently appears unlimited. 

There is a distinction between •product• and •process• innovation. The former presents 
considerable difficulties for developing countries. The latter presents considerable potential. In many 
instances, organizational or institutional innovations may provide substantial improvements for such 
countries, and probably at much less cost than a simple reliance on new technology. 

Robots have developed quite considerably over the years but are still relatively inefficient and 
expensive for the modes and scales of production carried out in most developing countries. 

Since this is a technology which is largely labour replacing, it is probably the least relevant 
of the four technologies from a developing CObntry perspective. In addition to being expensive, 
robots require considerable computational power. Sensors are not yet highly developed, there are few 
interface standards, off-line languages cannot exploit CAD databases, and positional accuracy can be 
somewhat off target. 

The technology bas been applied in fairly specific industrial sectors, such as motor vehicles, 
mecbaniCfl1 engineering and, in a more general context, in fairly large companies. 

Inhibiting factors in the diffusion of robotics, even in developed countries, include: 

• shortages of trained personnel to maintain or support the 
technology; 

• only large firms can afford multi-purchases thus justifying 
robots economically; 

• payback normally involves at least two shifts' work per day. 

The Japanese are the pioneers par excellence of flexible automation. This is not due to 
superior robot or related technology, but to faster implementation of the new production techniques 
backed up by new organizational methods. 
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~ road to FMSIFMCs is a loni allll difficult ou 

For the introduction of FMS/FMCs. detailed pre-installation work is required. This may tat~ 
up to a two year period of feasibility studies if the wrong choice of configuration and operation is to 
be avoided. All the interfaces need to be assessed in an integrated approach to production and a high 
level of management and workshop personnel is needed. They should include: 

• a high level project leader - preferably one of the three or 
four most senior persons in the company. who must have a 
knowledge of ihe industrial process; 

• a top level methods expert; 

• a planner with production/management expertise; 

• a senior representative of the buying depanment with 
strong links to the equipment supply industry; 

• a production planning and inventory control expert; 

• a senior representative of the personnel depanment; 

• last, but certainly not least, a top level manufacturing 
engineer. 

Clearly, if such a grouping of personnel is required for implementing FMS/FMCs in the most developed 
countries, considerable barriers - though not insurmountable ones - are raised for developing countries. 

AroUI confrontations 

Automation as a whole will lead to a gradual transformation of employment structures and 
there will be consistent changes in skill requirements both in existing jobs and industries and, in 
particular, in the new jobs and industries being created. This calls for considerable analysis and 
planning in developing countries, and perhaps the development of not merely a skilled workforce, but 
a multi-skilled one. 

Avoid confrontation between capital and Jabour by creating awareness programmes with trade 
union leaders, progressive entrepreneurs and government officials. 

6.l Areas to examine 

Optimiu t'M influence of changes 

Introduce advances that could act as a generator or motor for the industrial system and ensure 
a multiplier effect in industrial productivity. This requires a good understanding of how industry 
works and what its linkages are. 

Maximize the direct and indirect benefits in local society. 
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Many significant changes have to take place within product design. Among the main points 
are: 

-
A reduction in the number of parts which compose the product. 

An increase in the number of standardized parts. 

Modular design which makes it ,'!asier to test. to build and to offer a broad product mix and yet to have 
low inventories and short delivery time. 

Jigless pn"duction, i.e., avoiding iigs and fixtures as much as possible in Ofter to reduce set up times (or 
using jigs and fixtures with uncomplicated set-ups). 

Taking into consideration the machine capabilities and the potential problems related to the use of 
certain parts or methods for assembling parts. 

Using software that helps designers to evaluate the manufacturability of the design. 

Design is, in fact, a kind of industrial creation. From the point of view of manufacturing, 
design is the staning point and is more than just a pre-assembly function. It is the art of product 
conception itself, beginning with the definition of the future product's objective. Design has to be 
integrated into research. It impinges on the whole management of the firm, its internal organization, 
communications and companmentization of different services. 

The advent of information technology has created a radical transformation of production 
possibilities which has provided the opportunity to integrate manufacturing processes in a way no 
earlier technologies have offered. 

Discussions on technology policy and the experience of developed countries stress the 
importance of infrastructure for technological development. The importance of logistical systems on 
the one hand and human skills on die other are critical for developments in !DaDufacturing 
technologies. Logistical infrastructures are physical conditions for setting up modern production 
facilities and human skills are critical factors for using them. 

6..3 Things to do 

Crtalt national and regional information ttnlm 

There is a specific need to spread information on the use and possibilities of new 
technologies. This could be done through, for example, establishing specific "information technology 
centres" with differing targets, e.g., ~AD centres. There are many possible alternative forms for this 
kind of centre but it is important that it is in close contact and cooperation with educational and 
training institutes as well as with firms. 

Encourage bilateral transfer and communication between industries and universities. 

Create a regional information system to promote contacts between the existing institutions and 
projects. 
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Provide suppon for the provision of informalion and advisory scrvias regarding specific 
technologies. In bodl economic and technical terms CAD and NCMT are technologies appropriate 
for diffusion. 

Provide suppon for consultancy services and fez:bility studies on appropriale technologies. 

Demonstration sites allow the tecboologies to be seen in action. and people to gain bands~ 
experience. 

Use practical demonstrations of new tedmologies {Video. PC, etc.). 

A oomiderably greater conceattation on eduation, skills and train~ is needed at all levels. 
There is clear evidence from the experiences of the developed countries that this wm the starting point 
of a •virtuous circle· of success. 

lbere is a need to: 

1. Considerably expand the system of vocational education in the most important fields of the 
economy. 

2. Update technical faciities !or teaching, especialy for teaching computer-rdated ~- The 
general level of computer literacy - even familiarity with computers - is all too low to meet the needs 
of the modem economy; aild trainers are often pootly qualified. 

3. Narrow the gap between industry and educational institutions. This could be done for example by 
introducing elements of the Central Europun dual education system to vocational education. In this 
case students would be alternating between school and factory; practical training ~ be given in 
the factory and theoretical teaching explaining the things learned by doing in the school. 

4. University students involved in management and technology studies should spend more time in 
industrial firms during their studies as should, in general, aH students. They should also be given the 
opportunity to leam at first hand about the latest developments through training abroad wherever 
possible. 

5. There should be more publicly aided systems for training the personnel of finns. This could be done 
by either opening the training institutes uf latge firms to othet companies, or by establishing 
cooperative training centres perhaps jointly f&nied by private companies and the pubic sector. This 
kind of training centre could operate with the technology demonstration centres proposed in the 
previous chapter. This kind of model - based on cooperation between pubic authorities, local 
companies and technology suppliers • has proved to be rather successful, for example, in Sweden. 

Develop training pTOgronuna at all le"1s 

The more complicated the production technologies installed, the more modifications, 
alterations and adjustments in the technology as well as experience in operation are needed before the 
optimal level of operation is reached. In the case of FMS, this often takes years ;,fter the installation. 
Thus, in technology transfer the recipient organization has to be capable of developin& furt..her the 
acquired technology. In this, local capability development is a crucial condition for continuous and 
accumulating technological change. 
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CAD+NCMTs = a ptNl ,..._.far_..,.. t:Mllllria 

As widl CAD. die utilizaion of NCMTs is imperllive for industrial clevelopmem. These 
inoovatiom result in improved quality in die product, improved delivery performance. savings in 
Imlerials. and can also compmsae for scarce stills. 1be increased productivity Ibey ~ also 
justifies dlan economically. 

Some combimlion of CAD and NCMI' tools would prove a valuable, indeed indispensable. 
fOrm of 1N111tfacturing. Produc:tion based on these two tedmologies would help developing oountties 
to produce higher quality goods. more rapidly. a lower cost, and using indigenous design capabilities; 
and could lead to broader industrial developmelll, in an apanding range of industries. 

Long-term strategies have to be adopted and in many imtanccs for developing COUDttics this 
will tab decades ntber than a few years. Tbe precedems are dear: Germany. Japan. Swede11y just 
three COUDttics which are DOW successful in imermdonaJ terms have spent decades putting in place 
social systems which have cmled stilled, educared wortforca capable of moving along c:onsensus 
lines to highly developed economies. This provided the caralyst or ·virtuous circle• for success. 
Claanges in learning and stills are essendal and this is only possible with a fully developed educational 
system al all levels, including vocational and adult edualion. 

Thus, a concept of still based produc::tion where continuous training and flexible automation 
are combined needs a total approach. In conclusion, the approach Im to include: 

1. The devwlopment of coordinated skills; 

2. Design Md re-design for manufacture; 

3. A joint technological/organizational approach to change; 

4. Closely coorcflNIUd buyer/supplier relationships; 

5. Allocating to the comput9r what it is best at; 

6. To allocate people to do what they are best at. 

The USA, Japan and Germany achieved their su~ - over a very long period of time - by 
building powerful infrasttueblres with highly developed educational. social and logistical 
underpiMing. All developing countries should be aware of the degree of effort and time that lay 
behind this trend towards world competitive success. 

To provide, as far as possible, a long-term ;>rogramme of support in order co eliminate 
uncertainty on die part of industrialists dlough not so long that dlese programmes create over
dependence on die part of companies. 

To encourage inter-firm collaboration both in an engineering sense and in a modem 
buyer/supplier sense. In addition co this, to help create stronger links between educational and 
technology research institutes and die bodies they are intended co serve, i.e., the manufacturing 
industry. 
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Help in organizational adaptation. In many companies visited in the case study countries. 
management expe ,"tise was weak and based on traditional structures. The whole system of managerial 
control and organizational structures needs to be modernized by less hierarchical or functional 
activities and by the adoption of Just-in-Time (JIT). Total Quality Management (TQM). etc. 

Companies need direct aid in getting information on production technology developments and 
making technology acquisition decisions. This could be arranged for example through sectoral 
research institutes, branch organizations or parastatal holding companies employing personnel 
specialized in information gathering. and creating contacts to sources of technological information 
abroad. The specialists should carry out contract tasks to individual firms. to help them both in 
creating contacts to technology suppliers and in technology contract issues. 

Quite similar aid is needed by firms in technology assimilation and adoption matters. In this 
case. however. the need is for highly specialized knowledge on production technologies and for long 
term suppon, which starts before the actual implementation of new technologies and continues until 
the new system has been totally incorporated into the everyday activities of the firm. 

As for the imponance of this idea of an Industry Club. some characteristics are: 

(a) Independence of the product. i.e. the system must be capable of 
adapting itself to the manufacture of different types of products 
with very modifications. 

(b) Independence of the hardware and software being used: The 
system should be independent from software and hardware 
elements with which it interacts. This means that at the system 
level only resources with determined economic and temporary 
characteristics and not determined elements will exist. This requires 
a definition of clear interfaces simple enough to be able to 
communicate with elements from different suppliers without too 
much extra effort. 

(C) Practically demonstrable: The system must be in a position to 
manufacture some kind of product. After studying the specific 
needs of the market, a product must be selected which is flexible 
enough to be easily produced in different types and different 
variations of this types. 

(d) Flexible software: The software must be easily expandable to 
allow for a step-by-step introduction into the industry. Its design 
must therefore be modular. 

(e) Flexible hardware: The system to be controlled must be easily 
expandable. 

6.4 Future developments 

Loot at futurt devtlopmtnls in tht robotics stttor 

Given the forms of production most developing countries possess. and their surplus of low 
cost labour. robots are not amongst the most useful forms of automation which could be applicable 
-- and we do not believe this is likely to change in the short term. 
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However, robocs can be fairly extensively utilized evm in the NICs and, u industrial 
development grows and technology reaches a more ma111re ~ robotics may become more 
e.xtemively used providing the industrial structure allows for this, e.g., the size of companies and the 
sectors they operate wilbin. 

lbe most important savings in automation investmencs have often come from the 
ntiooalization, simplification and integration of production planning. But organizational changes 
bring new complexities into the picture. For example, in implementing FMS the production 
arrangemenlS are changed in many dimensions. FMS will not necessarily perform all the tasks 
previously done by the old machinery. However, where the need arises, such tasks an be relocated 
in ocher departments in the factory. Correspondingly, FMS are quite likely to get mks from ocher 
units in the factory u well. lbus it is radler difficult to calculate the overall labour effects, even at 
the level of one system. At the whole factory level, the effects are even more complex. 

In the short run, introducing flexible automation and ocher new production technologies can 
have either negative or positive employment effects, depending on the economic situation of the firm 
and the country and on the way technology is implemented and managed. 

In the long run, reticence to introduce modem production technology can only cause negative 
employment effects. It is a relatively common conviction chat automation will lead to a gradual 
tramformation of employment structures at the national level. lbere are several trends involved. In 
occupational terms, the buic tendency seam to be a shift from manual to mental wort - an increue 
in indirect production/support work mks and a decrease in direct, physical work. This is documented 
by both national and individual enterprise employment data. In terms of occupatiom, there ha been 
a general shift from industrial occupatiom to services and, further, to information occupatiom. 

Automation is causing changes in skill requirements both in existing work and, in particular, 
in the new jobs created. Productive qualifications - practical skills - have to be complemented by 
more theoretical skills, technological and scientific knowledge. Even in practical terms, 
multidisciplinary skills are required to a growing extent. 

There seems to be a circular relationship between skills and use of automation: with better 
skilled people, new organizational fonm can be applied and technologies used more effectively. lben 
again, by developing team cooperation and through learning by using technologies, skills are 
developed further, the technological system can be refined and new benefits reaped. 

Education Skilled Organiza1ional Better UM of Higher lkiU 

and training work.era renewal automation needed 

The introduction of CAD can also have widespread effects on occupation, as follows: 
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(a) The proportion of pans (detail) chuQhtsnWI 18nds ID decline while fuly 
qualified draughtsmen rd designs$ Sbengthen 1tteir position: 

(b) The recruitment of aupponing staff ..,.. ~ and software maintenance 
and development (t.g. sysnms analysts, malhematicians, parts prograrnnas. 
computer opetatorsl incruMa. Thae occupations may be new in design 
offic:el but. with the exception of the .,.u programmer, .. not new 
occupations as such: 

Cc) In technical and design offices where auict hiecardlal divisions predil 
instead of a more integrated team-work llPP'QKh, 1he lower catagories (e.g. 
junior draughtsmenl .. threatened by redundancy; 

Cdt The content of occupations in de.-ign 8l1d production planning tends ID 
change through job .-.ictnent while meny 'new' occupations .. 
specializations of existing ones. e.g. CAD coordination and data 
teleprocessing programming. Some functions such as tracing and filing 
disappear; 

(e) There is a tendency for design office staff to be recruited at a higher 
educational level &han in the past (e.g. teehnical engineering diploma for 
design positions instead of secondary school diploma or draughtsman 
apprenticeship certificate) and the use of CAD tends to enhance w;, status; 

(f) CAD is generally considered a new and efficient tool since it relieves its users 
of much routine work, but 1he C0'1S8qU8nt change in working practices is not 
very signifecant since there is no change in the sequence of tasks, the same 
basic knowledge requirements prevail and CAD software generally uses the 
same working procedures with which draughtsmen are familiar from the 
drawing board. A basic understanding of computer technology is generaUy 
considered to be just an additional knowledge r&Quirement. 


